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Abstract
Even though more than four decades have passed since the writing of The Production of Space, with walls, governance
regimes and financial markets coming tumbling down, cities around the globe still find themselves in—and reproduce
what Lefebvre would characterize as—abstract space, a space produced by economy and bureaucracy, and reproducing
dominant regimes thereof beyond the grasp of users and inhabitants of cities. In this article, it is argued that an urban
perception is cancelled out in the reductive struggle between two dominant perceptions of urban change. The article
unfolds in three moments: firstly, an outline of Henri Lefebvre’s critique of ‘the urban’ and ‘the production of space’ is
presented in order to clarify his critique of reductive perceptions and the significance of the urban in his work; secondly, a
conceptualizing narrative anchoring Lefebvre’s concepts to recent developments in Copenhagen, not least developments
related to the sub-cultures, is explored — showing how different agents pursue the realization of different perceptions of
urban change; thirdly, it is concluded that this development needs to be conceptualized as a reduction of the urban into a
residual as well as the unfolding of a dominant contradiction between ‘critique’ and ‘creativity’.
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We focus attentively on the new field, the urban,
but we see it with eyes, with concepts, that were
shaped by the practices and theories of industrializa-
tion, [which] is therefore reductive of the emerging
reality. (Lefebvre, 2003a, p. 29, italics in original)
1. Introduction
In Copenhagen folklore, Krøyer’s Place (Krøyers Plads) is,
first of all, synonymous with a high profile antagonistic
process regarding a high-rise proposal for a centrally lo-
cated waterfront site in 2003. It sent the local polity into
a state of emergency in the following years and turned
the site into a sleeping Beauty for more than a decade
(Koefoed, 2017; Larsen, 2007).
If one looks a bit closer today, as the site has fi-
nally been developed, it seems to confirm currently dom-
inant perceptions of urban change, that is, both ‘creative’
perceptions within planning practice and theory and cri-
tiques hereof within academia and the activist under-
ground. A former, proud and bustling place of maritime
industry and commerce developed through centuries is
laid waste by a general process of post-industrialization,
lies dormant for decades, is temporarily used by cre-
ative entrepreneurs, who develop the property cultur-
ally, while developing themselves and their endeavor
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into economically viable enterprises, after which the
creative scene moves on to another post-industrialized
space, leaving yet another inevitably gentrified piece of
real estate in the booming property jig saw of the city
as luxury housing for the urban consumer. Whether per-
ceiving it as an eventually successful attempt at realizing
a dream of Copenhagen as cool and creative or as an ur-
banization of injustice, the case seems to be closed. The
result is given and, by default, so is the complex, histori-
cal process, which leads up to it. Or is it?
Underneath all functionalist reductions that perceive
history as a straight line in the light of a realized present,
a plethora of possibilities of something else unfolded in
the vague space and opened for different futures, only
later to collapse in a Juggernaut of a process en route to-
wards its inevitable conclusion. So, in fact, apart from sig-
nifying urban antagonism, entrepreneurial waterfront re-
development and creative gentrification, Krøyer’s Place
is also a signifier for other perceptions of urban change,
partly developed through the workings of an informal,
urban laboratory: Supertanker. The laboratory—which
the authors were founding members of—lives on today
through the practices, experiences and concepts that
molded each other into the vague premonitions of a rein-
vented Copenhagen urbanity. By reconsidering the devel-
opment of Krøyer’s Place, not least in the founding years
of ‘creative Copenhagen’ (the long decade from the mid-
90s to the late 2000s), it is attempted in this article to
“unconceal” (Lehtovuori, 2005, p. 114) this take on its
history and, in so doing, articulate another perception of
urban change, which harbors political and cultural possi-
bilities currently excluded and reduced by dominant per-
ceptions, that is, those of creativity and critique.
This re-imagination of unrealized but possible futures
is impossible without—has, in fact, only been possible
with—the constant, transductive (a concept of an alter-
native form of reasoning which will be clarified below) ar-
ticulation,within a combinedmethodology of participant
observation and action research, between practices, ex-
periences and concepts guided by the urban philosophy
of Henri Lefebvre. Lefebvre’s influence on current per-
ceptions of the city and urban change is broadly recog-
nized today, paradoxically within both creative and criti-
cal perceptions of urban change. However, it is less recog-
nized that Lefebvre’s strenuous relation with dogmatism
in all its shapes and colors (religious, philosophical, capi-
talist, Stalinist, ‘cybernanthropic’, structuralist and Marx-
ist) had deep implications for his critique—and thus, also,
for his enrollment under the banner of current Marxist
critique. In fact, his urban thought has always had an
ambivalent relationship with contemporaneous Marxist
critique—famously exemplified with his feud with the
structuralist Marxism of Manuel Castells in the 70s, but
also replicated in the current reception of his ideas.
Therefore, in order to re-imagine the history of
Krøyer’s Place through Lefebvre’s theories of the urban
and social space, we also need to untangle Lefebvre’s cri-
tique from a current (orthodox) Marxist habit of snub-
bing the urban as well as unorthodox interpretations of
Lefebvre with mantras such as ‘remember Lefebvre was
a Marxist’. The sheer dogmatic and petrifying force of
such “blind” (Lefebvre, 2003a, p. 29) statements—that
conveniently bypass Lefebvre’s explicit reference to the
thoughts of traditional adversaries of Marx in studying
and producing modernity such as Hegel and Nietzsche
(Lefebvre, 2003b)—is a major theoretical constraint in
endeavors into the exploration of new, locally sensi-
tive and timely critiques of urban development; a con-
straint comparable to the discursive might of local policy-
networks in everyday urban practice.
The argument of this article thus unfolds in the fol-
lowing three moments. Firstly, an outline of Henri Lefeb-
vre’s critique of ‘everyday life’, ‘urbanization’ and the
‘production of space’ is presented in order to lay the
ground. The guiding thread in his ongoing conceptual-
ization is found in the broadly defined productive rela-
tion between ‘man’, society and nature, which gradu-
ally unfolds through his different works. Apart from be-
ing a critique of narrow and abstract, economicist or
bureaucratic perceptions and practices of social space,
Lefebvre’s focus is the possibilities of an urban alter-
native to these. An essential moment of his critique is
his perception of citizens constantly attempting to real-
ize these possibilities in the crevices of ‘vacant spaces’
(or rather ‘vague spaces, as further conceptualized by
Larsen, 2014) far away from the centralities underpin-
ning abstract space. The pivotal, ambiguous, and there-
fore open role of his concept of ‘diversion’ is underlined.
Secondly, we disclose a conceptualizing narrative an-
choring Lefebvre’s concepts to recent developments in
Copenhagen. We show how different agents, in a crisis-
ridden city, pursue the realization of different percep-
tions of urban change, where change is most necessary
as well as possible, in the vague spaces of the city. The
narrative runsmore or less in the formof a one-way dom-
ination according to values and representations in a cre-
ative discourse working according to the neo-liberalizing
policy-networks of the city. Today, of course, this is al-
most stating the obvious, both regarding the develop-
ments in Copenhagen and a host of other cities. How-
ever, through Lefebvre’s concepts, other perceptions of
this process are possible.
We conclude, thirdly, by arguing that the develop-
ment also has to be conceptualized as a reduction of the
urban (that is, the reduction of the urban possibilities re-
lated to the diversion of vague spaces) through the work-
ings of the urban industry of real estate interests, plan-
ning policies, consultants and academia as well as the in-
formal cultures of the city within a dominant contradic-
tion between creativity and its critique.
In this way, the presentation of the urbanization pro-
cess taking place in those pivotal, ambiguous spaces
of Copenhagen, the vague spaces, supplement estab-
lished, critical narratives of post-industrial Copenhagen—
regarding the early (Lund Hansen, Andersen, & Clark,
2001) and intermediate (Bayliss, 2007) phases of the pro-
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duction of ‘creative Copenhagen’ and the waterfront re-
development in a neo-liberalized context (Desfor & Jør-
gensen, 2004)—with a subcultural and urban perspec-
tive. While practically co-opted, the development of
these spaces also end up relativizing the dominant con-
tradiction according to the urban potentials of these con-
stantly generated, informal centralities of the city—and
the reductive nature of the dominant discourses vis-à-vis
the urban and Lefebvre will be demonstrated.
2. Lefebvre on the Productive Significance of the Urban
2.1. From ‘The Production of Man’ To ‘The Production of
Space’
From his earliest vantage point in a Hegelian interpreta-
tion of Karl Marx, Lefebvre’s focus has been the contra-
dictory process of what he, in an essential chapter in Di-
alectical Materialism (Lefebvre, 2009a), characterizes as
‘the production of man’, that is, the productive interac-
tion with nature in which man both produces a second
nature and produces himself in the process. ‘Production’
is Lefebvre’s core concept, his ‘concrete universal’, from
which he conceptualizes development as an increase in
differentiation, contradiction and transcendence. So, the
basic contradiction between man and nature is initially
‘transcended’ in production and its products (second na-
ture and appropriated, total man)—only for new contra-
dictions to arise as the second nature of the social world,
with its ever more abstract division of labor and capitalist
extraction of surplus value, falls back on man as a domi-
nating power. It follows from this that the currently basic
contradiction is the alienating effect (that is, the lack of
appropriation of human nature in production or of man’s
recognition of himself in the product and his peers)within
the capitalistmodeof production on the humanendeavor
of appropriating internal and external nature, and that
this contradiction is transcended through greater control
or domination of nature and the social world.
By integrating the focus on appropriation of nature
and alienation of man in the critique of the capitalist
mode of production, Lefebvre challenged the Marxist or-
thodoxy of the 1930s and 1940s. The challengewas incar-
nated in his Hegelian concept of production, which from
the outset was broader than the reductive focus on one
aspect, that is, economic production. This aspect of pro-
duction he conceptualized as the external domination of
nature, whereas the internal appropriation of man was
pushed ever more into the ‘underdeveloped’ and ‘lag-
ging’ sphere of everyday life (Lefebvre, 1991a). He sub-
sequently moved into this sphere in order to broaden
both the scope and the form of Marxist critique. In per-
ceiving everyday life as an unnoticed “residual” (Lefeb-
vre, 1991a, p. 86) in the reductive conceptualization of
orthodoxMarxism, he relativized the relentless workings
of the conceptual and practical dialectic of Hegel and
Marx. Even the most rational conceptualizations leave
something out of sight, which needs to be understood,
recognized and thus reintegrated in a balanced social cri-
tique. In a culture where the technical domination of na-
ture (and, hence, the alienation ofman) prevails (with or-
thodox as well as HegelianMarxism being complicit), the
residuals hidden within the sphere of everyday life are,
among others, the ‘lived’, the immediate experience of
the world, and poiesis, the creative appropriation rather
than technical domination of internal and external na-
ture (Lefebvre, 1991a, p. 86, 2016, p. 12).
With these residuals, Lefebvre pursued his study of
the productive dialectic between man and nature, firstly
in the archaic rituals, landscapes and everyday lives of
rural France and later in the gradually larger, urbanized
areas. Thus, he saw the city and urbanization as a basic
moment of differentiation of production, and therefore
also as a relation of contradiction. In its varying, historical
forms it is both one of the most important poietic oeu-
vres created through history (Lefebvre, 2016, p. 9) and
the frontline of technical domination due to industrial ur-
banization (Lefebvre, 1995, 1996, 2003a). He developed
a basic conception of the ‘urban form’ as encounter, as-
sembly and simultaneity, which per definition entailed
conflicts and contradictions—and necessitated the abil-
ity to developways to handle and transcend them (Lefeb-
vre, 1996, p. 75). While basically structured by cores of
centrality, he described the industrial form of urbaniza-
tion as the explosive “penetration” into the countryside
of “a movement of concentration” through a larger and
“increasingly tight” (Lefebvre, 1996, pp. 71–72) urban
fabric of infrastructural networks and, with it, an urban
society with its own systems of objects, values and more
intense life.Within the urban, the contradiction between
domination and appropriation was conceptually molded
into the gradually more tense contradiction between the
“far order” of the state and economy, increasingly con-
centrated, or imploding, in the refurbished, old central-
ities, and the “near order” of the community, the vil-
lage and everyday life (Lefebvre, 1996, p. 71). So, as this
explosion-implosion of the urban unfolds, urban central-
ity came down to the accumulation of power and capital,
while significant parts of the near order of citizens were
excluded from the continued creation of the oeuvre of
the city, now reduced to a product (meaning a serially
reproducible thing). It was in this context that he called
for “the right to the city” as a right of citizens to appro-
priate themselves by participating in the creation of the
city as a collective oeuvre (Lefebvre, 1996, p. 71).
As the urbanization process gathers further pace dur-
ing the 1960s, Lefebvre’s conceptualization follows suit.
He perceives an industrial urbanization process that not
only goes ever deeper to the core of lived everyday life,
but also spans larger and larger geographical areas of the
globe. The local depth and geographical scope of mod-
ern urbanization, a process that Lefebvre characterizes
as planetary, leads him to yet another leap in his un-
orthodoxMarxism. Urbanization is not only a pivotal sec-
ondary circuit of surplus capital spilling over from the pri-
mary circuit (the production and consumption of goods
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and commodities) into the real estate of cities (Lefebvre,
2003a, p. 159). It is also through this planetary urbaniza-
tion process that capitalism survives its own crisis prone
destiny. Due to this practical circumstance and the the-
oretical crises concerning fragmented, abstract and in-
dustrial conceptions of the city and society, which inhibit
the understanding of the depth and scope of this urban
problematic (i.e., the understanding of the city in state
planning as an aggregation of abstract functions and cir-
culation of things; see, Lefebvre, 2003a, p. 29), Lefebvre
adopts the concept of space. Furthering his reconceptu-
alization of the Marxist concept of production, he thus
states that it is through the ‘production of space’ that
capitalism survives. This is where the circle closes, the
critique of Marxism and modern society working within
Lefebvre’s thesis of ‘the production ofman’ has been con-
textualized in relation to late-modern urbanization pro-
cesses within his thesis of ‘the production of space’.
2.2. Pursuing the Urban in the Crevices of Abstract Space
In conceiving ‘the production of space’ as a leap in
the productive forces (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 103), Lefeb-
vre transcends the Marxist critique of the labor pro-
cess within the capitalist mode of production accord-
ingly. Lefebvre elaborates the critique of abstract labor
(the concrete act of productive labor defined reductively
along the lines of exchange value; see, Stanek, 2008)
into a critique of the production of abstract space: so-
cial space as ‘concrete abstraction’, that is, reductively
conceived and produced along the lines of state planning
and exchange value, as a homogenous and fragmentary
product that dominates man in return by making him a
mimetic product (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 376) of the play of
abstract and floating signifiers instead of a poietic oeuvre
of his own appropriative practice.
As in his first major theoretical endeavor into Marx-
ism, he directs his critique of abstraction towards both
socialist and capitalist modes of thought and produc-
tion; both of them imprisoned by signifiers produced
in and reproducing the industrial epoch and thus blind
towards the urban (Lefebvre, 2003a, p. 29), towards a
new mode of production, which, according to Lefebvre,
is neither capitalist nor socialist, but “the collective man-
agement of space” (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 103). To enable
(the perception of) this mode of production, Lefebvre
calls for a transductive rather than an inductive or de-
ductive theory and practice. Rather than turning “fact
into law” (induction) or going from “affirmation to im-
plication” (deduction), Lefebvre calls for a move “from
the (given) real to the possible” (Lefebvre, 2002, p. 117)
via “the construction of virtual objects” (Lefebvre, 1976,
p. 55), critiquing and moving away from abstract concep-
tions and concrete abstractions “toward the concrete…to
a practice, urban practice, that is finally or newly com-
prehended” (Lefebvre, 2003a, p. 5, original emphasis),
where “theoretical concept and practical reality [is] in in-
dissoluble conjunction” (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 67).
Lefebvre argues, and his mode of theorization de-
mands, that the production of abstract space, the ho-
mogenization and fragmentation of social space, is never
complete. Residuals of its opposite—nature, femininity,
the everyday life, differences (Lefebvre, 2003a, p. 27)—
will always survive in the crevices and faults of abstrac-
tion. Some of these crevices and faults appear within
what Lefebvre characterizes as the contradictions of
space or “a dialectic of centrality” (Lefebvre, 1991b,
p. 331). He thus furthers his conceptualization of the pro-
duction of space by integrating his earlier thoughts on
the increasingly tight urban fabric and urban centrality
as he conceptualizes the general contradiction of space
as the uneven development between centralities, or the
concentration of the dominant practices and represen-
tations that structure social space as such, and the pe-
ripheralized spaces, such as suburbs and vacant spaces
(Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 331), where residuals (nature, citi-
zens) either are evicted or flee to—and where the dom-
inant structuration of social space is cracking and thus
open for new developments.
So, as Lefebvre ‘transductively’ pursuits the virtual
possibility of the urban, which persists “and even in-
tensify…[as the] inhabitants reconstitute centers, using
places to restitute even derisory encounters” in spite of
the destructive implosion of power andmoney (Lefebvre,
1996, p. 129), he moves away from the established cen-
tralities of the city and strong points of the state (Lefeb-
vre, 2009b, pp. 117, 144) towards what he variously char-
acterized as the ‘fissures’, ‘chasms’, ‘cracks’, ‘crevices’,
‘voids’, ‘weak points’ or just ‘vacant spaces’ of the city
and social space (Lefebvre, 1969, p. 31, 1976, p. 120,
1991b, pp. 167, 264, 1996, pp. 129, 145, 156, 2009b,
pp. 117, 144–145, 2014, p. 98).
2.3. The Vague and Residual Significance of Diverted
Spaces
As his work on the production of space culminates
around The Production of Space (Lefebvre, 1991b) and
Towards an Architecture of Enjoyment (Lefebvre, 2014),
Lefebvre perceives the diversion of vacant spaces as
crucial to the ongoing “sociological transduction” per-
formed by small groups pursuing the virtual and possi-
ble (Lefebvre, 2002, p. 117), towards new and concrete
modes of production that transcend abstract space. The
concept is explored over a few pages in The Production
of Space in relation to a period of redevelopment in his
local neighborhood in Paris, Les Halles. The abandoned
physical structure of the former food market was gradu-
ally taken over by young groups in Paris in the late 1960s.
For a couple of years, while awaiting the plans for its re-
development, it was a hot spot of alternative activities
never imagined by the architects, planners or politicians.
Lefebvre followed the developments in this
“gathering-place and…scene of permanent festival…for
the youth of Paris” (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 167), but the
dialectical pairs of concepts like abstract product versus
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oeuvre and the philosophically more canonized contra-
diction of domination versus appropriation could not
really do the job of signifying their transductive charac-
ter. Lefebvre perceived and sought a conceptualization
of tendencies of something else, a residual beyond these
dual contradictions. Lefebvre described Les Halles as “va-
cant, and susceptible of being diverted, reappropriated
and put to a use quite different from its initial one” and
deemed it “of great significance”, since “[it] teach[es] us
much about the production of new spaces” (Lefebvre,
1991b, p. 167). Les Halles was a window into the produc-
tion of the opposite of abstraction: difference (Lefebvre,
1991b, p. 382).
However, despite its ‘great significance’, and despite
his extensive reference elsewhere to terms of empti-
ness and in-betweenness as conducive of social change,
Lefebvre never performs a thorough conceptual exer-
cise, which could further ground the concept of diver-
sion in his work or in the current social space of the
city (for example in relation to the concept of transduc-
tion or the canonized triad of perceived, lived and con-
ceived). It is an ‘almost’ concept, which in Lefebvre’s
political project means that it is either half complete
or half failed. In a quotation that very symptomatically
lacks somewhat in terminological, if not conceptual, pre-
cision regarding the distinction between appropriation
and diversion, but of course without forgetting the con-
crete universal of production (here, the ability to pro-
duce one’s own space as opposed to merely diverting
the space of others), Lefebvre’s epitaph for the concept
of diverted space thus reads: “The goal and meaning of
theoretical thinking is production rather than diversion.
Diversion is in itself merely appropriation, not creation—
reappropriation which can call but a temporary halt to
domination” (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 168). It ends up as a
reduced difference, “forced back into the system by con-
straint and violence” (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 382).
In this way, Lefebvre is himself caught in the crossfire
of an all too clear-cut contradictory conceptualization of
a phenomenon, which, due to its ‘vague’ character ex-
actly reveals the reductive character of the conceptual-
ization and practice applied to it. So, diversion and va-
cant spaces are left by him as merely tactical, as insignifi-
cant residuals though deemed of great importance; even
though they are concrete examples of inhabitants recon-
stituting centralities by gradually concentrating people,
activities and meaning; even though the diversion might
only be a philosophical conceptualization away from in-
tensifying its appropriative ability and hereby taking the
leap to the production of a space of its own. Lefebvre’s
leaving these phenomena as residuals has consequences
for his own project and for the way the potentials of
vacant spaces and their diversion are perceived today.
Both Lefebvre’s ambivalence towards the phenomenon
and developments within and around vacant spaces of
cities all over the world ever since have underlined the
importance of this seemingly residual phenomenon for
urban change.
In Section 3, wewill pick upwhere he left his conjunc-
tion between sociological (practical) and conceptual (the-
oretical) transduction. We will do it in a conceptualizing
narrative in which recent developments in Copenhagen
will be unfolded through Lefebvre’s concepts.Wewill fur-
ther develop his thoughts, partly regarding the creation
of new centralities through the concept of ‘concentra-
tion’ and partly regarding the gradual, transductive con-
junction that occurs in the development of perceived
(practical), lived, social, conceived (conceptual) and po-
litical associations in vague spaces; a process we term
‘intensification’. In unfolding this urban perspective, our
aim is both to further develop Lefebvre’s urban critique
and to critique the currently dominant, creative and crit-
ical perceptions of Lefebvre, of the city in general and of
Copenhagen in particular.
3. Contradictory Copenhagen: Urban Diversions
Before, Between and Beyond Critique and Creative
Co-Optation
3.1. Copenhagen: Generally Vacant and Susceptible of
Being Diverted
The economic, geographical and political restructuring
of Copenhagen from the 1970’s up until today has
already been dealt with thoroughly (Andersen & Jør-
gensen, 1995; Lund Hansen et al., 2001), but in order
to place the narrative of the case and thus ground its
conceptualization, a short introduction will be made in
the following.
After centuries of constant growth, general pro-
cesses of globalization and economic restructuring
meant that Copenhagen went through decades of
painful crisis, seeing industrial jobs, inhabitants and tax
revenues fleeing to other parts of the country, Europe
and the world in the 1970s and 1980s (Andersen & Jør-
gensen, 1995). A physical consequence of this was that
major parts of the capital were laid waste, especially
along those means of transportation where industry de-
veloped up to the Second World War: the railway and
the waterfront.
Therefore, ever since the 1970s, the question of cre-
ating economic growth, alleviating social consequences
and the redevelopment of the gradually increased
amount of vacant spaces of the Copenhagen waterfront
had been on the agenda. A decision in the national gov-
ernment in 1989 to turn its attention towards revitaliz-
ing the geography and economy of the capital was ac-
companied by a general shift in the mode of urban pol-
icy towards a market-oriented form of entrepreneuri-
alism. Several public-private-partnerships were created,
and territorial masterplans were substituted by “Grand
Projects” entailing infrastructural projects, cultural mega
events and the development and sale of public proper-
ties (Andersen & Jørgensen, 1995, p. 20; Bayliss, 2007;
Gaardmand, 1993; Lund Hansen et al., 2001;). Thus, part
of the attention from the government meant that the
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crisis-ridden, left-wing capital was forced to sell most
of its properties (including almost 20,000 dwellings and
attractive land at the harbor front (Andersen & Jør-
gensen, 1995, p. 15)—hereby further opening the space
of Copenhagen to market forces.
In this policy climate the question of vacant spaces
reached a preliminary culmination, when in 1999 the
Ministry of Cities andHousing launched a committee con-
cerned with new methods of redevelopment of aban-
doned industrial spaces. Mainly based on the compact
city-model, the concluding report suggested certain dis-
pensations from general planning regulation and (as a
consequence of the policy shift) the formation of public-
private partnerships in order to speed up the revitaliza-
tion of prioritized zones of redevelopment in cities (Com-
mittee of Business and Urban Policy, 2001, pp. 3, 16).
So, apart from the integration of policies of cultural
planning, sparked by being the Cultural Capital of EU in
1996, amega event organized in linewith the thoughts of
Charles Landry (Thomsen, 1999), the policy-network cir-
cling around the municipality of Copenhagen swiftly in-
tegrated these considerations regarding both spatial re-
development and new forms of governance in its over-
all planning (Bisgaard, 2010; Desfor & Jørgensen, 2004).
New local plans (the basic, legal documents enabling re-
development)were gradually created for the current and
future redevelopment of the waterfront from industry
to a much denser mix of housing and commercial func-
tions. However, the urban subcultures of Copenhagen
were also on the move regarding the ‘reappropriation’
of vague spaces.
The urban sub-cultures, of course, had already for
decades noticed the potentials of abandoned spaces
with a history of politically informed squatting from the
popular ‘slum stormers’ of the 1970s (founding the di-
verted space, which later developed into the established,
alternative, hippie centrality of ‘Christiania’) to the ‘BZ’-
movement of the 1980s (with ‘The Youth House’ at their
core). By the 1990s, however, the squatting culture had
declined as it gradually lost the vital, diverted spaces that
wore the imprint of and resonated with its development
(Mikkelsen & Karpantschof, 2001), and a new culture of
diverting vague spaces was on the rise (Larsen & Frand-
sen, 2014).
The new culture surrounding the vague spaces of
the city gathered pace with the establishment of sev-
eral informal harbor cafés around the turn of the millen-
nium. They were all established in buildings abandoned
by the harbor industry and were instrumental in the pop-
ular rediscovery of spaces of the city that was other-
wise ‘hidden in plain sight’ and forgotten. But compared
to earlier decades, the surge into the vague spaces had
other implications.
From being very politically oriented towards general
societal change or structural critiques of the distribu-
tion of housing possibilities in the 1970s and 1980s—
a political culture characterized as utopian (Dienel &
Schophaus, 2002)—the culture of diverting vague spaces
in the 2000s displayed a marked skepticism towards
both the way, society functioned and the explicit cri-
tique hereof. Hence, this topian rather than utopian cul-
ture was more interested in realizing the physical po-
tential ready at hand in the vague spaces themselves
through pragmatic negotiations with economic and polit-
ical interests (Dienel & Schophaus, 2002; Fezer&Heyden,
2007, p. 39). The vitalizing energy from the vague spaces
of the city is thus first and foremost integrated in an
aesthetic-sensuous rediscovery of the city—often with
post-industrial litter of yesteryear, such as the empty
warehouse structures and left-over building materials,
as the main means of physical diversion. This disruptive
phase of the informal culture of the city meant that it
was extremely open and energetic in its integration and
translation of current tendencies in Copenhagen into cul-
tural expressions—and thus also, just as Lefebvre’s con-
cept of diversion, open towards both transduction and
reduction. A significant example of the new urbanism
early in this period is the scene, which developed in a
small but centrally located spot in the harbor of Copen-
hagen, Krøyer’s Place.
3.2. First Wave of Diversions: Harbor Cafés and
Proto-Creative Entrepreneurship
For several centuries the central harbor was dotted
by several so-called trading places of large mercantile
companies along the waterfront. A major one of these
was the Greenlandic Trading Place at Wilder’s Island
(Wilders Ø) in the historic Christianshavn neighborhood.
Having been the hub for the trade with the North At-
lantic for centuries, the trading company left for a more
provincial location in the mid-1970s, and the historic
warehouses became spatial left-overs for the following
decades, leaving a dormant piece of prime real estate in
the middle of the harbor facing the tourist magnet, Ny-
havn. In the late 1990s, while locals called their beloved
island “The Sleeping Beauty”, the property was deemed
superfluous by its institutional owner and transferred to
a recently formed public development company in order
to develop and sell it on the real estate market along
with other state-owned properties (Desfor & Jørgensen,
2004). However, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the
steadily rising real estate market was still not ripe for
a redevelopment of the site. Seen ambivalently both
as a “Dead Dog Space” and as a potential “Golden Egg
Goose” by planners of the municipality and the prop-
erty owners, the leading agents of a gradually forming
policy-network regarding the redevelopment of the har-
bor was only in the early stages of preparing for the fu-
ture (Larsen, 2007).
Then, in relation to a prospection for a possible film
location in early 2001, a small group of entrepreneurial
people discovered the obvious spatial potentials in the
relative emptiness of a spot at Wilders Ø called Krøyer’s
Place. The idea of a harbor café quickly entered their
minds, and in a matter of weeks they got the tempo-
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rary lease from the public development company, the
necessary permissions from the municipality and turned
parts of two empty warehouses into Luftkastellet (liter-
ally ‘the pipe dream’), which was characterized by one
defining diversion: the landscaping of the quayside as a
sandy beach. The plan was just to run the café over the
summer, but the informal social arena of this urban sand-
box and the historic warehousesmade it such a huge suc-
cess (named Café of the Year in 2001) that the temporary
lease was prolonged several times. In the meantime, the
café encouraged Copenhageners to meet not only over
informal and yet expensive cups of latté, but also over
different kinds of projects in the informal spaces. Gradu-
ally, the warehouses were filled with several sorts of en-
trepreneurs (clothing designers, graphic designers, video
producers, an event bureau, a clothing outlet, a kayak
club, a monthly culture magazine and so on), all making
simple and gradual reorganizations of the spaces at hand
with the typical “aesthetic register of the ‘alternative
culture’” (Carmo, Pattaroni, Piraud, & Pedrazzini, 2014,
p. 274): urban ‘driftwood’ such as pallets and contain-
ers and raw building materials such as wooden boards,
plywood and plastic covers. One of the initiators thus de-
scribed it as a place ‘where the energy was let loose’.
Thus, the concentration of people and activities
around the diverted space meant that it was on its way
to becoming a centrality, which the public sphere of the
city as a whole started to perceive as a defining part of
a new ‘self-made’ and authentic form of urban develop-
ment. Furthermore, the intensification of the diversion-
ary culture—both the neo-tribal energy in its burgeon-
ing social associations and the gradual, practical diver-
sion and the cultural expressions in conjunction with it
(“throwing sand on the floor” as a saying that implied
informality, to mention just one of these expressions)—
meant that it was becoming a vortex with its own voice
and representations.
However, some of the terms, which its practical con-
centration became a signified for in a hot summer of ur-
ban epiphanies in 2002, had been hanging in the air as
more or less floating signifiers, at least since the 1990s:
‘urban life’ and ‘experience’. In this way, Luftkastellet
became an ambiguous icon of another way of redevel-
oping the harbor, which was otherwise undergoing a
commercial redevelopment dominated by large cultural
institutions, business headquarters and gradually also
housing—all in very debated architectural styles (Desfor
& Jørgensen, 2004).
In the autumn of 2002, during a period of heated de-
bate regarding the redevelopment of the harbor, the café
was invited as an exponent of the informal perspective to
participate in a panel meeting with other influential ac-
tors of Copenhagen in order to develop a new and con-
structive form of dialogue. Here the café further inten-
sified the special energy of Krøyer’s Place by conceiving
itself in terms of a ‘milieu breaker’ in an otherwise lan-
guishing space and a ‘communication bridge’ between
different actors in the city, and by doing it in the pub-
lic domain it also intensified its political significance. De-
spite this fresh input, the meeting turned into a farce of
destructive political antagonism through the power of a
routine political de- and resubjectivation so symptomatic
of the contemporaneous political climate in Copenhagen
(Desfor & Jørgensen, 2004).
However, the meeting not only, once again, af-
firmed disbelief in a constructive debate in Copenhagen.
Through Luftkastellet’s intervention, it also became an
essential moment in the formation of a new and, in a
radically democratic sense, political actor in Copenhagen.
Thus, from its identity as fragments of a negatively ‘sub-
jectivated’ crowd, another social association unfolded—
united negatively in an endeavor not to replicate the de-
bating climate of Copenhagen in general and the atmo-
sphere of that meeting in particular—but also positively
by venturing towards the making of something else.
The group found some space in one of the ware-
houses in Luftkastellet at Krøyer’s Place and, after refur-
bishing the premises during the spring of 2003, started
experimenting with new ideas for harbor development
and new ways of dialogue—one of the latter being to
invite opposing interests to partake in an openly agitat-
ing and therefore agonistic, but also constructive, arena.
One year of experimentation led to Supertanker having
a keen eye for the constructive potential of informal
urbanity—pursued through emerging terms about the
‘unplanned’, ‘temporary interstices’, ‘pockets’, ‘cracks’,
‘pauses’ and ‘self-made spaces’: a conceptual angle on
the peculiar character of the place, which transduced
the outspoken curiosity of the period and moved the
practical reclamation of the empty warehouses beyond
mere diversion and into the debate and discourse of the
overall urban development, where the laboratory also
challenged the way citizens were made to interact in de-
bates. The tagline “vitalize the city and the debate con-
cerning it” brought it all together. It took the vitality of
this vague space and brought it further into the political
arena. Thus, a gradually clearer critique of the conven-
tional way of planning and debating the contemporane-
ous development of Copenhagen unfolded. With a new
dialogical concept, Free Trial!, Supertanker thus helped
a student organization organize a large event criticizing
and reopening the otherwise antagonistic debate of the
spring 2004 regarding the future of the alternative com-
munity of Christiania.
From the new social association of Supertanker, dif-
ferent, now more conceptualized aspects of the diver-
sionary perspective on urbanity in self-made spaces and
in dialogical processes thus gathered strength (an inten-
sification of conceived associations) and both galvanized
Krøyer’s Place as an alternative centrality and took the
first steps from here into a challenge of other, more es-
tablished, practical and discursive spaces in the general,
public domain of Copenhagen. And, as such, Supertanker
evolved explicitly political aspects of its voluntary, social
association within the diverted, vague space. The trans-
ductive exploration of the urban was gaining in strength.
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However, in the urban policy-networks of Copen-
hagen, new policies were about to enter the agenda
and challenge this gradual intensification and concen-
tration of the urban possibilities of the vague space at
Krøyer’s Place. One of these policies, the one about cre-
ative cities, had already been travelling through the aca-
demic and political circles of crisis-ridden societies for
some decades—before its descent as a full-fledged float-
ing signifier on Copenhagen.
3.3. The Descent of the Creative Discourse on
Copenhagen
In the decades following the crises of the 1970’s, count-
less post-industrializing urban regions in the global North
started looking for a new economic base amidst re-
gional growth discourses about flexible and small-scale
producing, and locational and innovative advantages of
regional clusters (Florida, Mellander, & Adler, 2011).
Among catch-phrases for the new economy like ‘informa-
tion’, ‘knowledge’, ‘service’ and ‘experience’, thoughts
of ‘innovation’ and ‘creativity’ gained a foothold, both
in the North American context (Jacobs, 1986) and espe-
cially in the Scandinavian context (Andersson, 1985).
From this regional growth discourse, and in a political
climate of critique towards state bureaucracy, the per-
ception of creatively induced economic growth has un-
folded in an urban context, not least through the work
of Charles Landry and Franco Bianchini, which gained
a foothold within urban policy during the 1990s and
was benchmarked with a widely influential book (Landry,
2000). Canonized by Peter Hall (1998), creativity was
globally exposed and gradually got more empirical bear-
ings through the “formal model for urban growth” in
Richard Florida’s book The Rise of the Creative Class
(Florida, 2002; Florida et al., 2011). Consequently, the
‘fuzzy’ concept of creativity became the buzzword of ur-
ban planning (Kunzmann, 2005) and has more or less
dominated urban policy-making ever since—even canon-
ized by the United Nations as a way to create a better
world (UNDP, 2008).
The creative policy trickled down from the discursive
sphere to a local, Danish context through a collaborative
imagineering of the cross-border agglomeration of Øre-
sund as a creative region conceptualized by the afore-
mentioned Andersson and a local professor of regional
economic geography (Matthiessen & Andersson, 1993).
Gradually, the policy entered government bodies and lo-
cal “organizations of boosterism” (Lund Hansen et al.,
2001, p. 853). These early and rather general consider-
ations were met with strong criticism from local expo-
nents of another, internationally cultivated discourse.
3.4. Neo-Marxist Critique of the Emerging Creative
Governance of Copenhagen
Just as the discourse of creative cities, a critique of
urban development has evolved since the early 1970s
within the primarily Anglo-American, Neo-Marxist aca-
demic sphere of influence. Having a vantage point in
a critique of the political economy of capitalism, it has
evolved in a dialectical relation to the debates regard-
ing economic restructuring through analytic concepts
such as ‘restructuring’, ‘deindustrialization’, ‘reindustri-
alization’, ‘post-Fordism’ and ‘internationalization’ (Bren-
ner & Theodore, 2005).
A crucial moment in the ‘urbanization’ of the classic
Marxist critique was Henri Lefebvre’s reference to urban-
ization as the second circuit of capital (Lefebvre, 2003a).
The renowned Marxist geographer, David Harvey, and
his students and colleagues in Anglo-American academia,
has ever since unfolded the implications of this urban
process under capitalism (Harvey, 1978) and its internal
contradictions within the uneven development of urban
areas between investment opportunities in underdevel-
oped urban areas, the social costs of the concomitant
gentrification and sociospatial polarization (Smith, 1984,
1996), and the barriers to further capitalization that the
spatial fixes of investments (such as buildings and infras-
tructure) represent (Harvey, 1980).
With Harvey’s article on urban entrepreneurialism
(Harvey, 1989), this perception entered the field of ur-
ban politics in a pathbreaking way. The alignment of ur-
ban planning with the needs of economic investment
was conceptualized as a shift from the traditional man-
agerialism of the Keynesian welfare state to more specu-
lative policies. This policy was increasingly seen as a local
expression of a shift to a ‘free market’-sanctioning form
of governance characterized with the buzzword ‘neolib-
eralism’ (Harvey, 2012; Peck, 2004). Today, this percep-
tion has evolved into an enormously influential critique
of “neoliberal urbanism” (Brenner, Marcuse, & Mayer,
2011; Brenner & Theodore, 2005).
The critique of creative approaches to urban devel-
opment looms large in the general, neo-Marxist critique
of neoliberalist urbanism. Already in Harvey’s seminal es-
say on urban entrepreneurialism, this policy is singled
out. In this perspective the creative-city approach is seen,
quite rightly, as part of entrepreneurial projects reinvent-
ing crisis-ridden cities in order to attract capital (Harvey,
1989). The critique, of course, is that the creative-city
projects mostly benefit the well-to-do (Swyngedouw &
Kaïka, 2003). Maybe the most biting and, well, enter-
taining critique of the creative discourse is the one from
Jamie Peck (2005), who perceives it as a “fast policy” of
“seductive ‘traveling truths’”, of “portable technocratic
routines and replicable policy practices that are easily
disembedded and deterritorialized from their centers of
production” (Peck, 2005, p. 768).
This international critique is replicated in a Copen-
hagen context by several academics. As the creative pol-
icy emerges, the critique of the emerging entrepreneuri-
alism of economic growth (Gaardmand, 1993) and flex-
ible governance (Desfor & Jørgensen, 2004) is supple-
mented. A very early and well-argued example of this
is Lund Hansen et al.’s critique of ‘creative Copenhagen’
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(2001). Apart from making distinctions within the cre-
ative curiosity between attempts, such as Peter Hall’s,
to understand the geographical aspects and the more
pragmatic endeavors, such as Charles Landry’s, into the
development of toolkits for creative city-making “with-
out critically examining possible social costs”, their argu-
ment is focused on placing the new considerations of cre-
ative policy in Denmark and Copenhagen within the gen-
eral “neo-liberal strategies” (Lund Hansen et al., 2001,
pp. 852, 863). ‘Creative Copenhagen’, in short, comes
down to “place-marketing”, whose exclusive focus on
growth both leads to and ignores “processes of gentrifi-
cation …, [which] entail the deportation of marginalized
inner city residentswhodonot fit in the disneyesque ‘cre-
ative city’” (Lund Hansen et al., 2001, pp. 852–853). Cit-
ing the newly appointed head of planning for his focus
on improving the housing stock and thus preventing a
mechanism,where Copenhagen gets “all the trash”, Lund
Hansen et al. conclude that “‘[a]ll discourses have their
silences’...and the blaring silence of the discourse on cre-
ative cities is that about social costs” (Lund Hansen et al.,
2001, pp. 862–866).
At this point in time, in the early 2000s, the cre-
ative policy has not yet been practically implemented in
plans and projects of Copenhagen, and, to be fair, Lund
Hansen et al.’s argument is more a case of demonstrating
the neo-liberal implications of an international discourse
and the initial, discursive reproduction of this by local
agents in the general, neo-liberalized context of Copen-
hagen (analyzed under heavy influence from the interna-
tional, Neo-Marxist discourse), where the creative tenets
would eventually be realized on ground in the follow-
ing years. But the implementation of the tenets, and
the implications of it, was just around the corner—to
a certain extent confirming the skepticism of its Neo-
Marxist adversaries.
3.5. Policy and Subculture: Urban Life, Creativity and
Urban Deliberation
Pursuing the orchestration of cultural and creative in-
dustries, there is a marked shift in policy from social to
economic aims as the tenets of the creative city trick-
les down from the more general government policies
to different local agencies of boosterism in Copenhagen
(Bayliss, 2007, p. 896). The policy of creative cities enters
the broader, public domain of Copenhagen in late 2002,
as Richard Florida’s book on creativity quickly comes to
dominate the agenda of a city already reinventing its for-
gotten spaces and its sense of urban life. With the gov-
erning body of the region already replicating the main
theses regarding tolerance and creative environments
(Bayliss, 2007, p. 897), the municipality also gets in on
the agenda. When heaping praise on the scene around
Luftkastellet in early 2003, the Lord Mayor thus refers
explicitly to it as an example of the string of “new cre-
ative milieux” (Mikkelsen, 2003), through which the city
has to make a living in the future—throwing the tempt-
ing “ambiguous polysemy” (Carmo et al., 2014, p. 274) of
its free-floating and reductive signifiers onto a scene of
disrupted energy looking for bearings.
Several representatives of the cultural scene and pub-
lic servants repeat this creative message with a more or
less direct reference to Florida—not least the aforemen-
tioned new head of planning who was also instrumental
in the introduction of new forms of governance in the
municipality (Bisgaard, 2010). And, as if following the cre-
ative manual of Florida, the American professor was in-
vited to Copenhagen in the fall of 2003—maybe, as Peck
puts it in his critique, for “the mayor and other civic lead-
ers to appear on platforms, invariably in appropriately
bohemian locations, with local creative entrepreneurs
and arts activists” (Peck, 2005, p. 747). In any event, and
as a sign of the energetic and double-edged openness
in the disrupted, informal culture of Copenhagen, the
entrepreneurs from Luftkastellet and Supertanker is di-
rectly involved in this visit as location managers at ‘a bo-
hemian location’ in a newly established harbor café fur-
ther out in the harbor. The municipality is in the early
stages of formulating the first edition of a new form of
communicative policy document, a ‘planning strategy’—
and the imprint of Florida’s tenets are clearly present.
A preliminary document, adorned with a photo of the in-
formal ‘beach quay’ in front of Luftkastellet, is focused
on “the new business life”, the creative businesses (Mu-
nicipality of Copenhagen, 2004a), and the final strat-
egy reads like an assignment in the implementation of
Florida’s tenets with its focus on creative businesses, ur-
ban life, talent, tolerance and deregulation to cater for
the special needs of the creative (Municipality of Copen-
hagen, 2004b; Bayliss, 2007).
Just as the municipality, the encounter with Florida
and the creative perspective on urban development,
leaves its mark on Supertanker. In the otherwise inhibit-
ing climate of functionalist planning in Copenhagen, the
implicated governance innovation in the shift of focus
both away from technological and educational infras-
tructure, as was the focus of traditional growth-oriented
planning, and from a rigid planning regime as such, to
the attention on the urban, human and cultural environ-
ment, was seen as creative winds of change. This meant
that the tenets of the creative city perspective were seen
as instrumental for the informal scene of cultural and
economic entrepreneurship in Copenhagen.
So, Supertanker becomes a central part in the de-
bate on creative urban development as they unfold their
perception of the potentials of self-made spaces and
urban development. Using their own intensified expe-
riences from the new centrality of the diverted ware-
houses and their potential for all kinds of economic, cul-
tural and political projects, Supertanker produced sev-
eral smaller events, documents and formal hearings and
policy-proposals on the topic. Both voicing an urban cri-
tique and testing the possibilities of ‘cashing in’ through
the creative agenda without giving up its ‘vague’, au-
tonomous position as a platform outside the system.
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As such, one of the events pitted a local exponent of
the Neo-Marxist critique against the head of planning,
whose call for ‘the defense of the last, true urbanists’ was
put in perspective by his counterpart’s claims about the
social costs of, as it says in the critical article mentioned
above, “the disneyesque ‘creative city’” and the focus on
attracting “‘new middle class’ employees” through “lux-
ury housing” (Lund Hansen et al., 2001, p. 853).
This critique and the conflict it pointed out here in
the spring of 2004, would be more pertinent than any-
one could imagine: At the same time as the creative poli-
cies, and the Neo-Marxist critique of it, descended on
Copenhagen, and in the process pitting both transduc-
tive and reductive practices against each other, other
plans of the local policy-network unfolded—with crucial
consequences specifically for the gradually unfolding, in-
formal centrality of Krøyer’s Place, as well as for the po-
litical climate in Copenhagen in general.
3.6. Politics as Usual: Sanctioning the Political
Implications of Transduction
During the spring of 2004, four years into the experi-
ments of Luftkastellet and Supertanker and the gradually
developing concentrations and intensifications, a newly
booming real estate market (following a short period of
stagnation, a steady rise in housing prices gathered pace
and grew exponentially from 2003 to 2006; see, Dam,
Hvolbøl, Pedersen, Sørensen, & Thamsborg, 2011, p. 48)
catches up with the diverted space at Krøyer’s Place—
and more concrete plans for urban development enter
the stage. Backed by themunicipality, the public develop-
ment company proposes a luxury housing project in an
expressionistic design for the location—confirming the
skepticism within the general critique of creativity (Lund
Hansen et al., 2001) and the more specific critique of
the ‘flexible governance’ in the harbor redevelopment
(Desfor & Jørgensen, 2004) voiced earlier. A historically
unique situation of agreement between left and right in
the council, and between planners and developers, sup-
porting a strong ‘Yes’ to the proposal, quickly and nat-
urally subjectivated the general and especially the local
public in the Christianshavn neighborhood as strong ad-
versaries mobilizing around a just as clear and loud ‘No’.
Somewhat taken by surprise, Supertanker and the
scene at Luftkastellet struggled to find a fitting role in a
new field of negotiation concerning the future of their
own biotope. Instead of backing either one side or the
other, Supertanker, based on a local initiative, tried to
transduce the energy of the urban differences crystal-
lized by the controversial proposal and develop an al-
ternative vision process gathering and mediating the in-
terests across yet another slowly but surely developing
antagonistic dualism—but to no avail. Senior members
of the policy-network, the public development company
and the municipal planning authority, declined the pos-
sibility of participating in a process of deliberation for
which Supertanker ‘had no mandate’. As the diverted
space of Krøyer’s Place travelled from the fuzzy margins
of planning debate to the discursive center of a heav-
ily defined and reductively signifying conflict resembling
the event that gave birth to Supertanker in the first place,
the dialogical message was lost in a traditional battle
over the summer of 2004 between pro and contra posi-
tions in relation to established planning categories such
as building form, height and function. The antagonistic
process, in this established and rigid mode of production
of space, thus ran to the end of the line, leading to a con-
troversial but final ‘No’ in the city council in the spring
of 2005.
The destructive process and the, in the eyes of the
policy-network, negative decision meant that the more
political aspects of Supertanker’s practice was black-
listed. Facilitating a deliberative process in the initiating
moments of the local resistance did not resonate well
with the perceptions of urban development processes
in the policy-network within an urban industry (Naik &
Oldfield, 2010) described by one of the leading agents as
a “small flock” (Lund Hansen et al., 2001, p. 855). There
was a thin, but almost palpable line between reductive
inclusion and excluded transduction in this ‘flock’, which
was living through a veritable shock in the months and
years after an episode that went down inmodern history
of Copenhagen under the name of Krøyer’s Place—and
Supertanker was made to feel this palpable line.
To make matters worse, the energy of the ware-
houses faded, as they were cleared and, later, in the sum-
mer of 2005, torn down (later to be sold to an interna-
tional investor), just as the concentration and intensifi-
cation of the informal centrality was reaching a point,
where it, with its recent experiences in the explicitly po-
litical arena, could take a transductive leap to become a
culture with a strong and clear conception of the produc-
tion of an urban space in Copenhagen in its own right.
Supertanker was left with no resonating space in which
to further unfold their experiments. To quote Lefebvre:
with the lack of “conjunction with a (spatial and signi-
fying) social practice, the [locally diverted] concept of
space [could no longer] take on its full meaning” (Lefeb-
vre, 1991b, p. 137).
The energy of the property market in general also
soon faded, as the local bubble of “skyrocketing house
prices” burst in 2008 and the effects of the crisis in inter-
national financial markets had an enormous local impact
in Copenhagen (Dam et al., 2011, p. 47). In the years fol-
lowing the battle in the public domain of Copenhagen
regarding Krøyer’s Place, yet another proposal for the
site was taken off the table and the new, international
property owner went bankrupt. Consequently, the site
was not only vague, but a veritable tabula rasa for years
to come.
As the political implications of the local, transductive
culture was sanctioned by the urban industry, the gen-
eral crisis in the market of urban development in Copen-
hagen only exacerbated the possibility of and need for
the further evolution of more pragmatic, creative tools
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for urban growth. And these tools were gradually har-
nessed in the selfsame culture.
3.7. Anchoring Policy, Reducing the Urban: Creative
Zones, Temporary Use and Urban Truffle Pigs
In 2004, creativity as a means to create an econom-
ically sustainable development had become the core
question in the, now formally adopted, planning strat-
egy (Municipality of Copenhagen, 2004b). The following
year, the policy-tool of ‘creative zones’, that is, “mixed
industrial areas within the inner city…designated as suit-
able for further creative industry development” (Bayliss,
2007, p. 898), came to designate a new level of detail
in the local discourse (even being sanctioned in legally
binding local plans for urban development in certain
post-industrialized areas of the municipality). Simultane-
ously, within the diversionary subculture, parts of Super-
tanker were drawn gradually closer to the central policy-
networks of Copenhagen. The experiences from the di-
version of the vague space at Krøyer’s Place was increas-
ingly extracted from its resonance chamber (which, af-
ter the eviction, was now more signifying than spatial)
and mobilized within an internationally-inspired and lo-
cally ever more dominant discourse of ‘creative urban
development’—thus hollowing out the autonomy of the
otherwise intensified associations of the culture.
In the continued, mutually dependent development
of the creative agenda within urban planning and the
sub-cultures of diversion as well as the public in Copen-
hagen, much inspiration was taken from the develop-
ment in other European metropolises such as Amster-
dam and Berlin—relayed by the EU research project ‘Ur-
ban Catalyst’ among other sources. Just as in Copen-
hagen, the surge of sub-cultural energy in the new forms
of topic diversion of vague spaces had been gradually har-
nessed in these cities into new tactical takes on urban
regeneration, which more or less could be condensed
in concepts of ‘temporary use of urban fallows’, which
not only benefit the site but also the immediate sur-
roundings, the general growth potentials in the creative
industries of a city and the overall urban development
(Bayliss, 2007, p. 889; Urban Catalyst, 2003). The differ-
ence, comparedwith the culture in Copenhagen, was the
scale of the diversionary activities as well as their con-
ceptual clarity—in short, their level of concentration and
intensification—but also the operational and collabora-
tive character of the tactics (vis-à-vis the policy-networks
of the cities). It is in this reduced form that the energy of
the sub-cultures of Amsterdam and Berlin flowed back
not only to the level of urban planning, locally and inter-
nationally, but also to related sub-cultures in other cities,
for example Copenhagen.
Through the knowledge of these European cultures
of the temporary, Supertanker both took a leap in the un-
derstanding of its own heritage and further pursued the
possibilities of getting the urban potentials in diverted
space recognized with the economic agents as well as
the planning authorities. This culminated in the spring
of 2005 in another influential Free Trial!, gathering lo-
cals, creatives and a great number of people from the ur-
ban industry creating a manifesto on the theme of ‘Cool
Cash and Creativity’ (Christrup, Hey, Larsen, & Jørgensen,
2006). After this process, without a diverted space of
their own to frame the conjunction of the gradually in-
tensified associations, the vague culture bifurcated into
complementary activities, still resonating with the diver-
sionary culture from Krøyer’s Place, albeit in a reduced
and fragmented fashion: The more commercial parts
of Supertanker, the entrepreneurs behind Luftkastellet,
were in close and constant dialogue with varying parts of
the policy-network regarding a relocation and repetition
of the bustling urban life created at the café at Krøyer’s
Place. Another part sought to conceptualize the dialogi-
cal processes into a design business. Yet another part pur-
sued the possibilities of combining its take on the urban
in a less political way with the ‘needs’ of urban develop-
ment as perceived by the urban industry, that is, along
the lines of an equation. Through a zoological analogy,
this equation came down to: ‘urban fallows + urban truf-
fle pigs = urban life’ (Brandt, 2008). Yet another part in-
tegrated the creative, political and diversionary experi-
ences as part of the academic curricular, through which
both keeping and developing the integrity and political
autonomy of the transductive culture, but within the ab-
stract confines of a neo-liberalized knowledge institution
without the direct presence in the urban development of
a place in Copenhagen (Larsen, 2007).
With this reductive bifurcation, the first wave of di-
version, having gone through an initial moment of divert-
ing its own space at Krøyer’s Place and consequent mo-
ments of transductive concentration and intensification,
can be said to be concluded. The concluded wave has
thus revealed both the possibilities of transducing the
urban and the perils of reduction when the diversion-
ary culture is deprived of its own space of conjunction,
and hence exposed to more established practices and
representations—be they creative or critical—which, on
the other hand, signify the temporary surge of concentra-
tion and intensification within processes of government
innovation and urban theorization, respectively. As the
empty lot at Krøyer’s Place was still awaiting its future
destiny, Copenhagen experienced two further waves of
diversion, influencing both transductive and reductive as
well as critical and creative cultures in the process—and
therefore also paving the way for the concluding phases
of development at Krøyer’s Place.
3.8. Second Wave of Diversion: Negotiating Critique
Between ‘Hippies’ and ‘Politicians’
The secondwave of diversion sweeps Copenhagen in the
wake of a serious plunge in the real estatemarket and the
global financial crisis in the mid to late 2000s (Dam et al.,
2011). It takes its energy both from the experiences of
the first, disruptive wave surrounding the harbor cafés in
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general and from Luftkastellet/Supertanker in particular,
as well as from another, more recent disruption on the
more radical scene in the urban sub-culture, which un-
folds in the aftermath of a very dramatic evacuation of
The Youth House with subsequent riots in the spring of
2007. An avalanche of critique of society and support for
The Youth House fills magazines, newspapers and streets
in the following months (Bjerg, 2007)—all lauding the
vague spaces as necessary for life and participation in the
city. The activism culminates during the summer months
of 2008, where The Free Commune of Refshalevej is real-
ized (Bjerg, 2010; Kimouche & Jensen, 2010), contribut-
ing to the mobilization of yet more culturally and politi-
cally experimenting and challenging groups in the diver-
sion of a piece of road along Christiania. As the action is
calmly and clinically closed down by police, the closely-
knit groups move on to what, due to its character as an
intensely diverted space ‘of its own’, comes to constitute
the major hub of the next wave of diversion: The Candy
Factory (Søberg & Kimouche, 2011).
Founded as an underground club in a former candy
production site months prior to the Free Commune of
Refshalevej in 2008, the place quickly develops—partly
due to the active intervention of a group of artists called
Bureau Detours. The Candy Factory unfolds as an open
and pulsating free space for creative, collective and un-
commercial activity—and gradually intensifies its culture
of diversion accordingly: supplementing the now estab-
lished, Berlin-type of wasteland-aesthetics with a Gaud-
iesque play with tile and concrete and calling itself the
largest sculpture in the city and expressing a culture of
‘doing it together’ as opposed to ‘doing it yourself’.Within
the urban sub-culture, this earns them the nickname ‘the
hippies’ as opposed to the more explicit societal critique
in the ‘political’ line of the older, more established Youth
House. This distinction is manifested in the more self-
contained nature of the factory, focusing on its own, posi-
tive manifestation of alternative practices within its own,
user-driven workshops and its increasingly popular con-
certs that acted as fulcrums for its urban concentration.
Apart from a large public hearing (with the participation
of several other ‘free spaces’ of Copenhagen) in the fall
of 2012 discussing the pertinent question of ‘liberty vs.
equity’ in the gentrifying city, the more explicitly political
critique within the public domain emanates from other
fragments of the radical culture surrounding the former
Youth House and its geographical vicinity.
The umbrella organization ‘openhagen’ (demanding
more social openness and inclusion in contemporary
Copenhagen) is a significant example of this more polit-
ical line. Established as a critique of cultural normaliza-
tion, the annihilation of free spaces and gentrification
(Hospital Prison University Radio, 2017), its activities cul-
minated in several days of urban festival in the spring
of 2010 bearing the name Undoing the City—not least
focusing on dismantling neoliberal and creative repre-
sentations of urban development. Mostly (in)famous for
its final ‘party’, where a shopping street in the old core
of Copenhagen was ravaged, the festival also commu-
nicated the problem of gentrification to a broader, rad-
ical audience, not least with the participation of some
of the local exponents of the critique of neoliberalism in
Copenhagen. Following up on the first wave of diversion,
they later criticize the tendency of the “the urban ‘truffle
pigs’”—while having a critical potential and “without nec-
essarily wanting to”—to “easily become strategic instru-
ments in the neoliberal urban policy”, arguing that “the
instrumentalization of the ‘creative class’ ought to be a
warning” (Larsen& LundHansen, 2012, p. 144). They also
direct a critical pun towards attempts at understanding
these practices theoretically through Lefebvre by asking:
“Was this what Henri Lefebvre had in mind four decades
ago, when he formulated his vision of the right to the
city?” (Larsen & Lund Hansen, 2012, p. 144).
3.9. The Third Wave of Diversion: A ‘How-To’-Guide of
Creative Co-Optation
Despite the critical intent of the second wave, it also
showshow strong the attraction of the creative discourse
is. At a point in time, the explicitly critical, ‘political’ cir-
cles around the Youth House attempted to construct it-
self as a creative culture in a large hearing in order to
sublimate its otherwise radical energy as a resource for
mainstream society. And, though critical of commercial
creativity and the creative policies of the municipality
(Søberg & Kimouche, 2011), the urban concentration of
the collaborative congeniality at The Candy Factory can-
not help but direct evenmore attention towards the gen-
eral importance of vague spaces and their diversion—
an importance, which was discursively constructed in
very specific terms in Copenhagen. Due to its discursive
strength and omnipresence, the creative agenda regard-
ing these zones thus picks up on this energy and gath-
ers further pace. In the ever more popular attention,
groups with a more positive inclination towards creativ-
ity enter the scene in explicit dialogue with a municipal
policy in Copenhagen, which reaches yet another level
of detail, as concepts of and policy tools like ‘tempo-
rary use of vacant spaces’ and a systematic quantifica-
tion of the aim of increasing the level of urban life en-
ters the planning discourse by way of an ever stronger at-
tention to these themes within ‘creatively’ inclined parts
of the ‘small flock’ of researchers, consultants and pub-
lic servants within the urban industry of Copenhagen
(Hausenberg, 2008; Municipality of Copenhagen, 2009a,
2009b; Pløger, 2008). With this tactical consolidation of
the strategic discourse, it now reaches further out into
the culture of diverting vague spaces in Copenhagen—
gathering strength for the next wave of diversion, which
develops as a concrete offshoot from the scene at The
Candy Factory—and as a consequence of a perception
within policy, planning and daily life of the vague spaces
as the hearths of economically creative practices, which
had been gradually ripening since the appearance of the
harbor cafés.
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In the fall of 2010, just after the low point of a real es-
tate market with housing prices diving by one third from
mid-2006 to mid-2009 (Dam et al., 2011), the organiza-
tion Givrum.nu establishes the PB43 in a former paint
factory at Amager as a hub for the more formally orga-
nized and economically entrepreneurial parts of the ur-
ban subculture in Copenhagen under the catchy parole
disclosed in a ‘how-to’-guide for temporary redevelop-
ment in a more pragmatic, ‘creative’ spirit: “Empty build-
ing + Givrum.nu = Creative Urban Development” (Toft-
Jensen & Andersen, 2012).
In spite of this formal vantage point dominated by
floating signifiers of the creative discourse—thus, a text-
book example of what Lefebvre would characterize as
“induced difference”, a reproducible product of abstract
logic (Lefebvre, 1991b, p. 372)—the concrete diversion
still fosters an intense, collective sense of space with the
users, and PB43 gradually concentrates into the hub of
a pragmatic form of diversionary culture. As time goes
by, however, the new burgeoning centrality becomes
the signified for the self-same floating signifiers with
which it was founded. Thus, the scene here links urban
phenomena such as participation, culture, art and ex-
periences yet closer to representations and strategies
of ‘temporary’, ‘creative’ and ‘user-driven development’.
This strategic discourse has thus had a great influence
not only on the formal planning of urban development,
but also on the most recent developments within under-
ground culture and politics.
Furthermore, Givrum.nu draws their experiences
from PB43 and, in part, The Candy Factory into annual
conferences aimed at creating encounters between en-
trepreneurs and the urban industry under the overall
theme of ‘user-driven urban development’—in line with
the inherent demand within the creative discourse for
harnessing the untamed energies of the city in a socially
‘useful’ direction and without resonance with the more
autonomous spaces of an alternative urbanism—as doc-
umented in a brief report on temporary use as a ‘tool for
growth’ (Givrum.nu, 2016).
3.10. Coming Full Circle: Krøyer’s Place as a Concrete
Abstraction of Urbanity
With the second and third waves of diversion, the scene
is now set for the concluding development of Krøyer’s
Place. As of 2011, the sub-prime instigated low point of
the property market has been overtaken by the pull of
the, creatively signified, urban hype and it now enters
a phase of constant growth (with housing prices almost
doubled in central Copenhagen from late 2011 to late
2017). Consequently, the informal centralities of the sec-
ond and third waves of diversion, the vague spaces of
the former candy factory and the former paint factory,
has been caught up by urban development, with youth
housing and self-storage facilities now adorning the sites.
The newproperty owners at Krøyer’s Place also sense the
dawning possibilities and a new proposal for the site is
developed. It is flanked by a public process of delibera-
tion, which shows that the policy network has learned
the lesson from themajor conflict ten years before. A par-
allel process of cultural priming of the site likewise shows
that the developers integrates the third wave of diver-
sion, in which the now formalized expressions of diver-
sion is integrated in the creative discourse and, thus, co-
opted by the established interests of the policy-network.
Financed by the landowner, the process of cultural
priming is a curated performance andworkshop event or-
ganized on-site at the cleared grounds of Krøyer’s Place
in spring 2013. Framed verbally by a name, Spaces-In-
Between: The City Becoming, and a content depiction,
“bringing life to the in-between using the energies of ur-
ban culture”, the event thus referred to the contempo-
raneous floating signifiers regarding ‘urban life’, ‘exper-
iments’ and ‘the poetic life of the in-between spaces
of the city’ (Dome of Visions, 2013). It was hosted by
a local curator from the performance scene, with inter-
national facilitators (Richard Sennett’s TheatrumMundi)
and property owners without any reference whatsoever
to—let alone sense of—neither the essential history of
the place, the ongoing urban and conflictual transforma-
tion process nor the city’s anomic, diversionary cultures.
As such, the priming process was a textbook example
of the aestheticization, or rather aestheticist reduction,
of by-gone diversion “devoid of its political implications”,
also experienced in other European cities, where the link
between the physical expression and “the project of ev-
eryday appropriation of the urban environment” is lost
(Carmo et al., 2014, pp. 274, 281). Rather than building
on the temporarily intensified associations of these cul-
tures, the process merely performs a discursive and har-
nessing construction in resonance with the contempo-
rary floating signifiers of creativity in Copenhagen. A very
clear and essential example of the consequences, when
vague and concrete urbanisms lose their chambers of res-
onance within which a gradually stronger transductive
conjunction between vague representations and prac-
tices can unfold.
And so, the development comes full circle at Krøyer’s
Place. Today, neither the first and second waves of ur-
ban and political diversions, nor the creative sublima-
tions of its culture are anywhere to be seen on the site,
now fully redeveloped, or rather, concretely abstracted,
that is, reductively produced according to partial aspects
abstracted from the urban. Then again, this is not com-
pletely true. Along the walls of the luxury housing, now
straddling the quays, high-quality and specially designed
replicas of the typical pallets of the earlier waves of di-
version has been placed, in order to signify some of the
urban vitality of yesteryear—yet, like the verbal buzz of
the creative discourse, with only a floating and abstract
relation to the processes and materials of the original di-
versions that had an altogether different perception of
the urban incarnated as a mere virtual possibility.
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4. Unearthing the Urban Residuals: Going Through the
Vague Spaces, Beyond the Blind Fields
4.1. Affirmation of Established Truths
“Anomic groups construct heterotopic spaces, which are
eventually reclaimed by the dominant praxis” (Lefebvre,
2003a, p. 129). More or less homologous to his quote
about diverted space, cited above in Subsection 2.3., this
assertion of Lefebvre’s from The Urban Revolution could
also be the epitaph of the culture of diversion active in
Copenhagen during the last decades. But in line with the
conceptualization of Lefebvre, it should not be read as an
epitaph, but rather as yet another small but significant
moment in the ongoing differentiation of production, of
the production of space, lived out by urbanites of Copen-
hagen. However, now that the reality of these moments
of the ongoing production of space has been recognized,
the question is how the lived experience of them should
be conceptualized and hereby related to, rather than in-
tegrated in, other, currently dominant practices or per-
ceptions of urban change.
The case narrative affirms the common-sense per-
ception of the recent history of Krøyer’s Place as a his-
tory of high-profile antagonism regarding a proposal for
a high-rise project in the central part of the Copenhagen
harbor. It also clearly shows the general implementation
of the creative city discourse within the dominant policy-
network of Copenhagen since the late 1990s and that
it has gone hand in hand with a general neoliberaliza-
tion of Copenhagen in the decades since the late 1980s—
as already explicitly stated by agents within the policy-
network (Bisgaard, 2010) as well as by exponents of the
critique of neoliberalism and others (Bayliss, 2007; Des-
for & Jørgensen, 2004; Lund Hansen et al., 2001).
4.2. Supplement to Established Truths
The case narrative supplements these statements with
a perspective from the subcultural scene, which shows
that not only urban policy and the general public but also
much of the subculture of diversion in Copenhagen per-
ceive urban development through the lenses of creativ-
ity. The critical perception is strongest behind the com-
forting walls of academia and currently only find limited
resonance in the social space of Copenhagen, for exam-
ple within left-leaning pockets of subculture, due to a
process of co-optation of large parts of the diversionary
culture by the dominant networks of the city—just as
experienced in other major cities of diversion, such as
Berlin (Fezer & Heyden, 2007), Amsterdam (Uitermark,
2004), Brussels (Moyersoen, 2010), Geneva, Lisbon and
Ljubljana (Carmo et al., 2014).
However, instead of merely going into tactical con-
cepts regarding architectural practice, aesthetic partici-
pation, social movements, or, for that matter, the overly
generalizing deductions regarding the failure of the di-
versionary cultures, as in conventional Marxist critique,
the narrative integrates more strategic concepts from
the urban philosophy of Lefebvre—most importantly the
concepts of ‘the urban’, ‘transduction’, ‘reduction’, ‘di-
version’ and, as further developments of Lefebvrean
terms, ‘vague space’, ‘concentration’ and ‘intensification’.
It does so in order to explicate a general critique from
another angle. While referring to the workings of policy-
networks, subcultures and academia within the major
contradiction of creativity and critique, there is another
important distinction, which needs to be conceptualized
regarding the development in Copenhagen. As dominant
perceptions, we will argue, creativity and critique are re-
lated in a mutual construction of opposing poles that act
reductively towards another perception of and practice
in Copenhagen, that is, the urban. The way they act to-
wards gradually intensifying phenomena, such as vague
spaces and cultures of diversion, affirm this.
4.3. Critique of Reductive Perceptions and a Window
onto Urban Possibilities
In the narrative, we have constructed creativity and cri-
tique as two discursive perceptions of urban change that
have descended onto Copenhagen from their respective,
international spheres of development to act out their
contradiction in a proxy struggle on foreign terrain. In the
following, we will take the argument from the case and
pursue the struggle of the dominant contradictions, float-
ing back to their “native soil” (Lefebvre, 2003a, p. 28) of
international (mostly Anglo-American) discourse.
The contradictory perspectives of creativity and cri-
tique are comparable with Lefebvre’s contradiction be-
tween domination and appropriation, but they do not
in any way fit perfectly. Thus, there are certain affinities
between the two perspectives as well. In fact, they are
both chained to the capitalist mode of production. They
are both critical of the (local) state. They highlight the ur-
ban as the level of opportunity and/or struggle regarding
the necessary restructuring of the economy, as a primary
means of a creative economy or as the arena in which to
critique what is perceived as the secondary circuit of cap-
ital. And last, exponents of both camps are paradoxically,
but quite tellingly, partly inspired by Lefebvre’s critique
of the abstract production of space.
Many interpreters of Lefebvre focus on his call for
‘the right to the city’ as the participation of citizens in the
creation of the city as a collective oeuvre—a call some-
times scathingly labelled as romantic by some of the
more orthodox, Marxist scholars (Huchzermeyer, 2013).
It is due to this ‘creative’ vein in his critique of abstract
space and the state that Lefebvre at irregular intervals
figures in arguments for creativity. One of the finest ex-
amples is the work of Lehtovuori, whose critique of ab-
stract urban planning in defense of the vitality of urban
life and what he characterizes as the ‘weak places’ of
the city has the ‘unconcealing’, ‘weak’ and ‘poetic’ think-
ing of Heidegger, Benjamin and, not least, Lefebvre’s ur-
ban and spatial work as some of its major foundations
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(Lehtovuori, 2000, 2005). Lehtovuori, who contributed to
the influential Urban Catalyst project mentioned above,
has integrated this critique in a thorough study of the
possibilities in and challenges of informality and tempo-
rary uses for a bottom-up creative city policy (Lehtovuori
& Ruoppila, 2012). And here the paradox between ‘weak
thinking’ about ‘weak places’ and ‘phenomena’ arises.
Even though the sense is clearly a very acute bottom-
up understanding of urban phenomena, and the philo-
sophical grounding matches it, the level of strategic pol-
icy (thinking about the weak as ‘temporary’ and ‘cre-
ative’) is left untouched. So, the means may be bottom-
up, whereas the aims remain top-down. Lefebvre has a
word for this, and that is ‘co-optation’.
The critical perspective is, as shown above, focused
on Lefebvre’s strategic critique of the planetary and
global circulation of capital—also heeding Lefebvre’s call
for the right to the city (Brenner, 2017; Harvey, 2012).
A major inspiration in the development of Harvey’s path-
breaking critique of capitalist urbanization, Lefebvre’s cri-
tique is, as noted above, central for the contemporary
critique of neoliberalism. Apart from Harvey, Neil Smith
(1984, 1996) and Neil Brenner are major exponents of
the integration of Lefebvre in such a critique.
The depth and breadth of Brenner’s integration of
Lefebvre in his critique of neoliberalism (Brenner &
Theodore, 2002) and the “new state spaces” (Brenner,
2004) is more or less unrivalled today. Mostly moving
in the policy formation surrounding the different layers
of the state, Brenner recently delved into the musings
of the ‘tactical urbanisms’ that have evolved from the
informal cultures of temporary use and the subcultures
of cities in general (Brenner, 2017). With these “immedi-
ate, ‘acupunctural’ modes of intervention” that promote
“a grassroots, participatory, hands-on, do-it-yourself vi-
sion of urban restructuring” (Brenner, 2017, p. 131), he
says, one straddles the painful border between political
critique and co-optation (Brenner, 2017, p. 145). How-
ever, even though he finds examples of tactical interven-
tions and their visions of cities as “a commons, a space
of continuous, collective appropriation and transforma-
tion by its users”, he does not leave conceptual room for
the urban possibilities in this, but instead finds that the
activities in what he terms “interstitial spaces” merely
coexist “with neoliberal urbanism in a relationship that
is neither symbiotic, parasitic, nor destructive” (Brenner,
2017, p. 133). As it typically is for the critical perspec-
tive, themajor problem for Brenner (who is paradoxically
referring to Lefebvre’s extremely autonomist thought of
autogestion as a counterpoint) is that tactical urbanism
“[resist] and [reject] any movement toward institution-
alization” (Brenner, 2017, p. 144) and consequently is
more or less open towards or even “bolster neoliberal ur-
banism” (Brenner, 2017, p. 132). The homology between
this argument and the kind and overbearing critique of
‘the truffle pigs’ by local exponents of the critical percep-
tion in Copenhagen shown above is clear.
As Lefebvre’s thoughts move across the line of de-
marcation between the two contradictory perspectives
on urban change, it becomes clear that they also consti-
tute a common pole in a different contradiction. While
both camps highlight the urban as the level of opportu-
nity and/or struggle, they miss out on the pivotal and au-
tonomous character of this level in Lefebvre’s critique. As
shown, whether it is a means of creative development or
a secondary circuit of capital, it is a mere tactical level for
the proxy struggle between the two camps. Both are po-
litical arguments thatmake claims on behalf of the urban,
that claim to be urban, but neither of them will lend the
urban any autonomy. The creative perspective integrates
the concentrating energy of informal cultures before they
gain a cultural intensity of their own. Likewise, the critical
perspective already has a ready-made representation of
strategic politics, which leaves no room for the urban to
develop a politics of its own—labeling tactical attempts
as class adversarial, revisionist or naïve well before they
develop a voice of their own. Their relation to the urban
is ambivalent at best, directly reductive at worst.
Whereas the creative perspective is rather uncritical
vis-à-vis the economic growth paradigm or at least can
be criticized for being depoliticized by ignoring the eco-
nomic and bureaucratic interests in the city, which clears
it from further responsibilities regarding a sober inter-
pretation of Lefebvre, the critical perception of urban
change is so deeply entrenched in Marxist theory that
its take on and use of Lefebvre as well as the urban ad-
jective ought to be more informed. But when it comes
to the critique of neoliberalism it is locked on a target,
neoliberal urbanization, which only has the urban as a
means, and the critique of neoliberalism acts towards
the urban accordingly.
This is very clearly a case of “dominant critiques of
neoliberalism [travelling] beyond the sites of [their] epis-
temological production” (Baptista, 2013, p. 590). As this
critique left the primary circuit of capital it should have
followed suit with Lefebvre and widened its perception
accordingly (Lefebvre, 1991a, pp. 102–103), instead of
extending “to the urban domain the principles” of re-
ductive productivism, to paraphrase Peck’s critique of
the creative discourse (Peck, 2005, p. 764). Lefebvre and
his “open theory of the space of political economy” has
been reductively integrated in a “closed theory of the
political economy of space” (Charnock, 2010) with only
scarce recognition of anything else than actually exist-
ing neoliberalism—least of all the possibilities of the ur-
ban. The conventional Marxist critique of Neoliberalism
focuses on a concrete abstraction of the broader phe-
nomenon of production. What Lefebvre attempts is to
show the coherent differentiation of the concrete univer-
sal of production into practices of concentration that act
as practical bases of both the urban and the capitalist
economy and the discourses, which reproduces its ba-
sic functioning. Single-mindedly hunting down the con-
crete abstractions of capitalism leads to a critique being
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haunted by them—while reducing the possibility and re-
ality of the urban in the process.
As has already been shown above, Lefebvre himself
was acutely aware of the reductive tendency even with
his Marxist peers—and Marx himself (Lefebvre, 1991a,
pp. 102–103). His critique of the reduction of the urban
is maybe most to the point in The Urban Revolution, the
selfsame book that presented his thoughts on urbaniza-
tion as part of the secondary circuit of capital. Here he
likens the industrial gaze on the urban with the enigma
of the black box: “They know what goes in, are amazed
at what comes out, but have no idea what takes place in-
side” (Lefebvre, 2003a, p. 28). In other words, the urban
is a “blind field”: “We focus attentively on the new field,
the urban, but we see it with eyes, with concepts, that
were shaped by the practices and theories of industrial-
ization, [which] is therefore reductive of the emerging re-
ality” (Lefebvre, 2003a, p. 29).
This is exactly the case of the creative and critical gaze
on diversions of vague spaces. Diversionary practices un-
fold in vague spaces of the city that, due to their vague-
ness and per definition, correspond to blind fields in the
established discourses. Consequently, vague but never-
theless coherent practices of concentration and intensifi-
cation are pulled apart, abstracted from their vague con-
text and reductively signified by floating signifiers work-
ing overtime to construct some sort of representational
coherency far away from their own native soil. So, all dis-
courses have their silences, yes, and if the discourses of
creativity and critique have one, it is paradoxically that
of the urban.
As the presentation of Lefebvre’s thought above may
have demonstrated, his work was very much concerned
with the conceptual and therefore political autonomy of
the urban, in that “it assumes that the city (the urban
center) has been a place for creation and not simply a re-
sult….It stipulates that the urban can become ‘objective’,
that is, creation and creator, meaning and goal” (Lefeb-
vre, 2003a, p. 28). The urban is a primary moment of pro-
duction, a further differentiation of the concrete univer-
sal and thus an attempt at a transcending conceptualiza-
tion. So, as inhabitants constantly “reconstitute centres,
using places to restitute even derisory encounters” (Lefeb-
vre, 1996, p. 129)—or divert vague spaces for the same
purposes—the gradual intensification of new, aesthetic
and political, senses of the urban from out of the concen-
tration of people and practices is no less real than the eco-
nomic circuit, in which exchangeable abstractions of this
concentration circulates. This concentration is not just an
economic possibility of creative venture for entrepreneurs
or a risk of economic dispossession formarginalized locals,
but also a possibility of ever new moments of the urban,
which need to be lived out and conceptualized with ad-
herence to the “intimate link between politics and aes-
thetics” (Carmo et al., 2014, p. 279); between critique and
creativity, in order to revitalize and transcend the current,
abstract perception of the production of space—and revi-
talize the dormant residuals of the urban.
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